Das Seminar für Orientalistik und Islamwissenschaft der Fakultät für Philologie lädt ein zu einem öffentlichen Vortrag

Dr. Nazlı Vatansever (Universität Wien)

Text Compilation Practices of an Ottoman Scholar:
Sahhaflarseyhzade Esʿad Efendi's mecmuʿaş

The lecture focuses on the mecmuʿaş (multiple-text manuscripts) of an Ottoman scholar, Şahhaflarseyhzade Esʿad Efendi (1789-1848). Esʿad Efendi was an exceptional individual who made outstanding, diverse, and enduring contributions to culture, politics, and education in the late Ottoman Empire. His mecmuʿaşs are now located at Istanbul’s Süleymaniye Manuscripts Library. They are highly personalized text compilations.

One of the primary goals of this lecture is to present the motivations for producing these personal and personalized manuscripts. In addition, it will examine Esʿad Efendi’s mecmuʿaşs as written artefacts, and will discuss possible connections between their page design, contents, and intended use.
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